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COLLECTION 2018

JOIN THE
BATTALYANS.

Battle towards success. 
Strive for victory. 

Be a winner.
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STRIVE FOR VICTORY, BE A WINNERCOLLECTION 2018

The BTTLNS Sea Warfare collection consists of 
everything you need to battle in the first of three 
sports that triathlon incorporates; the swimming 
part, in which the wetsuit is a key factor.

In our Tactics collection you will find the 
confidence you need to reach your goals, with 
our high quality aerodynamic technical gear.  
Be a winner!

The Ornaments collection is a range of 
technical accessories used during training 
or a race and helps improve your overall 
performance and gives you the boost you need!

BTTLNS ORIGINALS 

SEA WARFARE
BTTLNS ORIGINALS 

TACTICS
BTTLNS ORIGINALS 

ORNAMENTS

Battalyana, Goddess of Battle, was born 1268 B.C. 
She was the unknown daughter of Enyo, Goddess 
of War and was kept hidden for thousands of 
years. The reason for the rise of Battalyana can 
only be guessed, but it is believed that her mother 
released her in 2016 to raise her own strong and 
determined army of Battalyans to conquer the 
world with the best performing athletes out there.
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JOIN THE  
BATTALYANS.

The Shield 1.0 is the leading wetsuit of the Sea Warfare 
collection that offers a perfect combination between 
flexibility and buoyancy. This wetsuit features complete 
new floating technologies, which will guarantee a 
stable and balanced position in the water.

1. Ultimate flexibility 

2. 4mm AIRDROME FLOAT panels 

3. NeoSpeed suit coating 

4. AeroFlow grippers on the forearms

€ 349,95

BTTLNS GODS WETSUIT 
SHIELD1.0

BTTLNS SEA WARFARE

COLLECTION

The BTTLNS wetsuit clothing hanger Defender 1.0 is 
a special designed heavy quality clothing hanger for 
wetsuits. The shoulder construction of your wetsuit will 
stay in natural shape due to the wide construction of 
the hanger.

1. Extreme heavy quality

2. Designed for wetsuits

3. Perfect for storing your wetsuit

4. Keeps your wetsuit in natural shape

€ 9,95

BTTLNS CLOTHING HANGER 
DEFENDER 1.0

BTTLNS SEA WARFARE

Take a serious advantage during your swim with the 
Shield 1.0! This is the perfect wetsuit for everybody 
who struggles with ‘sinking’ legs and who needs extra 
buoyancy in the lower body. All main features and 
experience from BTTLNS have been put into this suit to 
guarantee a fast and comfortable swim. 

1. AeroFlow grippers on forearms

2. Easy to pull on and off

3. Highly durable YKK Slipstream zipper

4. Extreme-Stretch 100% neoprene

BTTLNS GODDESS WETSUIT 
SHIELD1.0

€ 349,95

BTTLNS SEA WARFARE

The BTTLNS silicone swimcap Absorber 1.0 is made 
of high quality and super durable silicone. Due to the 
aerodynamic design you will be faster in the water than 
ever before! 

1. Comfortable and flexible construction

2. 100% soft silicone

3. Made for a quick transition

4. One size fits all

BTTLNS SILICONE SWIMCAP 
ABSORBER1.0

€ 6,95

SEA 
WARFARE

BTTLNS SEA WARFARE



BATTLE 
TOWARDS SUCCESS. 
STRIVE FOR VICTORY. 
BE A WINNER. 
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The Sibyna 1.0 features a special coating, this TRI 
coating avoids the absorption of water and ensures 
maximum performance. Flat lock stitches, BTTLNS  
art elastic leg grippers, Speed mesh panels and 3  
HydroAero pockets ensures maximum comfort and 
excellent performance during your race.

1. Tri-lite chamois for maximum support

2.  Velocityfreak material for sublime moisture 
management

3. 3 HydroAero pockets on the back 

4. BTTLNS art elastic leg grippers

€ 99,95

BTTLNS GODS TRI SUIT 
SIBYNA1.0

BTTLNS TACTICS

The BTTLNS racebelt Keeper 1.0 features 6 nutrition 
gel holder loops. No additional accessories needed 
(scissors, safety pins), very easy to pull on and durable 
toggles to fix with your starting number.

1. 6 gel holder loops

2. Fully adjustable

3. Centre back clasp buckle

4. Repeating BTTLNS logo print

€ 7,95

BTTLNS RACEBELT 
KEEPER 1.0

BTTLNS TACTICS

BTTLNS TACTICS

The BTTLNS Goddess trisuit Sibyna 1.0 is well known 
by its perfect combination of an excellent 
breathability with a dynamic panel design. Maximum 
comfort is guaranteed by a Tri-lite chamois which 
ensures enough support during the cycling part but 
prevents irritation during the swim and run. 

1. Front-Lock zipper for extra ventilation possibilities

2. Speed mesh panels for maximum breathability

3.  Special TRI coating avoids water absorption 

4. Flat lock stitches

BTTLNS GODDESS TRI SUIT 
SIBYNA1.0

€ 99,95

BTTLNS TACTICS

The BTTLNS Chipband Achilles 1.0 is made of 
a very soft and lightweight neoprene material, 
specially designed to carry your timing chip while 
racing.

1. Made of 100% durable neoprene

2. Featured with a velcro closure

3. Comfortable fit on your skin

4. Very soft lightweight neoprene material

BTTLNS CHIPBELT 
ACHILLES 1.0

€ 6,95

TACTICS
COLLECTION

JOIN THE  
BATTALYANS.
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ORNAMENTS
COLLECTION

With the BTTLNS bottle flux 1.0 750ml you will show 
you’re going for performance like a Battalyan! This 
drinking bottle has a large filling opening to easily fill 
with nutrition or liquid gels.

1. Closing drinking cap that prevents leaking

2. Easy and flexible squeezing

3. 100% BPA free

4. Dishwasher safe

€ 4,95

BTTLNS BOTTLE 
FLUX 1.0

BTTLNS ORNAMENTS

The BTTLNS running cap Infantry 1.0 has 
an excellent fit and is specially made for 
the summer, spring and autumn. Made of a 
very lightweight mesh material which is very 
breathable and ensures a great moisture 
management!

1.  Quick adjustable, one size fits all

2. Lightweight mesh material

€ 9,95

BTTLNS VENTI RACECAP 
INFANTRY 1.0

BTTLNS ORNAMENTS

BTTLNS ORNAMENTS

BTTLNS ORNAMENTS

The BTTLNS Tubebox Pandora 1.0 offers enough space 
for your nutrition and valuable items. Furthermore, the 
Pandora 1.0 is easy to mount on your bike by using the 
fast velcro closures.

1. Waterproof material

2. Aerodynamic design

3. Carries extra nutrition with no loss of aerodynamics

4. Waterproof heavy duty zipper

The head thingy is a very popular item due to its 
multifunctional options of use during different types 
of sports in all conditions. The thingy is made of a 
very lightweight, soft and stretchy Softlex material 
which ensures ultimate moisture management. 

1. Can be used in multiple ways

2. Soft and stretchy Softlex material 

3. Ultimate moisture management

4. One size fits all

€ 9,95

€ 9,95

BTTLNS TUBEBOX 
PANDORA 1.0

BTTLNS HEAD THINGY 
SPLENDOR 1.0

BTTLNS ORNAMENTS

The BTTLNS wetsuit carrybag Shelter 1.0 is the ideal 
wetsuit carry bag to transport your wetsuit and all 
other swim gear. The Shelter 1.0 ensures good 
protection for all items stored inside. 

1. Open backside mesh panel for perfect ventilation

2. Lightweight PVC coated nylon with durable seams

3. Water resistant, light and durable

4. Padded strap to carry on your should or back

€ 9,95

BTTLNS WETSUIT CARRY BAG 
SHELTER 1.0

JOIN THE  
BATTALYANS.



BTTLNS® b.v.
Brabantstraat 16

5408 PS Volkel
The Netherlands

+31 (0) 413 256800
info@bttlns.com
www.bttlns.com

JOIN THE
BATTALYANS.

Battle towards success. 
Strive for victory. 

Be a winner.


